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Speed of Delivery: The faster the building goes 
up, the quicker your return on investment. Metal 
buildings can be erected at least 30% faster than 
conventional construction.

Life Cycle: Metal buildings and metal roofs are 
low maintenance. Steel doesn’t rot or warp. Metal 
wall panels and roofs are generally warrantied by 
the manufacturer, and a recent study determined 
that metal panels may have a life cycle of 
upwards of 60 years.

Weather Resistance: Metal building systems 
protect and preserve precious inventory inside. 
Metal roofs, a key component of any metal 
building system, can handle heavy snow, remain 
weathertight during torrential rainfalls, have 
exceptional fire resistance and are shown to 
withstand hurricane-force winds.

Flexibility: A metal building's structural system 
provides maximum flexibility to create a variety 
of floor plan configurations: L's, U's, squares, 
rectangles and more. Column-free interior 
space adds to the value. A building's strength 
and structure allow for cranes above, heavy 
equipment below and ample room for robotic 
systems to seamlessly flow and function 
throughout the facility.

According to FMI, demand for warehouse 
and distribution facilities is continuing to grow, 
servicing a mix of core trade routes and last-
mile logistics. Much of the market’s growth 
is due to the relatively recent introduction of 
the value-added warehousing and distribution 
market, which can expedite and enhance freight 
transportation, warehousing and logistics-based 
industries by assembling and/or customizing 
products when they arrive at a distribution facility. 
That segment of the market generated over $43 
billion in revenue in the U.S. in 2018, according to 
research published by Statista.com.

The self-storage industry also remains strong. 
With annual industry revenue around $38 
billion, the market sector continues its growth 
cycle. Construction spending on these facilities 
was about $1 billion annually in 2006 and now 
exceeds $5 billion. Nearly 10% of households 
depend on self-storage facilities, spending an 
average of nearly $100 per month in rental fees. 
The number of storage facilities varies according 
to different sources; but the range spans from 
45,000-52,000, which represents more than 1.5 
billion square feet.

Both the warehouse/distribution and self-storage 
markets depend heavily on metal building 
systems for their facilities. Why? The reasons are 
abundant. Here are several key factors:

Cost: First and foremost, a developer or owner 
of these facilities wants the best solution that 
brings the greatest value. Metal buildings offer 
competitive initial costs, low life-cycle costs and 
long life spans.

Metal Buildings are the Top Choice 
for Warehouse & Storage Buildings 
Nationwide



W A R E H O U S E  C A S E  S T U D I E S

ABF Freight, in Elkhart, Indiana, is a division of logistics leader ArcBest. ABF Freight operates a less-than-
truckload network across North America to offer seamless transportation services in both the short- and long-
haul markets. Helman Sechrist Architecture designed ABF Freight's award-winning facility. This metal building 
system features 24 dock doors with canopies. Stone and horizontal metal panels are combined to give the 
office area a sleek, modern vibe. A large upper window brings abundant natural light into the warehouse 
portion of the structure. The building was erected by DJ Construction Company Inc.

ABF FREIGHT
Elkhart, Indiana

BCP TRANSPORTATION
Deerfield, Wisconsin

Founded in Deerfield, Wisconsin, BCP 
Transportation is a certified woman-owned, asset-
based trucking company. It provides transportation 
services, logistics support and full-service 
warehousing. Its recently completed warehouse 
is a metal building system that is temperature-
controlled and food-grade certified. The facility was 
designed by Sketchworks Architecture, LLC and 
erected by 1848 Construction, Inc.

Economy & Quality Blend to Create 
Warehouse Form & Function 



CZ CARTAGE
Fowlerville, Michigan

The husband-and-wife team of Paul and Sheri Cornell 
invested $6.5 million in a 131,000-square-foot truck 
terminal and freight consolidation warehouse. The 
facility was designed by architect Michael McKelvey 
and built by BRIVAR Construction Company.

The freight consolidation warehouse is of great 
importance to the success of the business. 
Manufacturers can ship freight of varied sizes and 
weights to CZ Cartage, where it is sorted by geography 
and moved onto a truck that’s headed in 
the appropriate direction. 

As owner Sheri Cornell explained to the Livingston 
Daily, "Say you have a truck going to Texas. We 
want to consolidate as much freight on one trailer as 
possible so you can send them a full load instead of 
a partial load ... instead of taking only three or four 
pallets. It's better for our customers' budgets and our 
roads."

HALL'S WAREHOUSE
South Plainfield, New Jersey

Jayne Enterprises Group, LLC is a logistics provider 
that needed a warehouse facility from which to 
receive and then distribute fresh produce throughout 
the mid-Atlantic region. The company clearly needed 
a high-volume, perishable food refrigerated cross-
dock facility. The owner hired AE Design as the 
architect to design a hybrid building solution. The 
owner expected long-term value for this $1.2 million 
investment and set the following goals: create a 
highly functional warehouse that would require low 
maintenance and have high energy efficiency while 
offering effective use of space.
 
General contractor Hance Construction Inc. worked 
with a metal building manufacturer to create a 
108,000-square-foot facility with all the benefits of a 
metal building, yet with the flexibility to customize as 
well. One example is the nesting of the portal frame 
bracing inside the flanges of the building columns 
to maintain the building's structural integrity while 
allowing the builders to install an extreme number 
of openings.



MADISON WAREHOUSE
Phoenix, Arizona

When the Madison School District in Phoenix, Arizona, needed a warehouse facility, it turned to the DLR 
Group for an efficient building design. The resulting structure is a 10,000-square-foot metal building that 
features a mezzanine and a cantilevered entrance canopy. The vertical metal walls, with tapered panel 
elevations, are finished in a premium color to create the building’s distinctive look. The building is topped 
with a standing seam metal roof. Architectural Building Systems LLC and CHASSE Building Team provided 
construction services.



MASSCO distributes maintenance and facility 
supplies and equipment and provides industrial 
packaging services, such as wrapping airplane parts. 
In a strategic move, it relocated from Wichita to Park 
City, Kansas, consolidating its corporate office and 
two warehouse structures into the 61,000-square-foot 
headquarters. The structure was designed and built 
by Hutton Construction.

The interior of the metal building is optimized for the 
firm’s specific use. The warehouse area is 49,000 
square feet and incorporates a narrow-aisle concept 
where the walkways are just 6 feet wide to increase 
storage capacity by about 40%. A 30-foot ceiling 
height allows for tall warehouse storage racks to 
further increase product capacity.

MASSCO
Park City, Kansas

MERCEDES MEDICAL
Lakewood Ranch, Florida

Mercedes Medical distributes online medical 
supplies such as histology tools and equipment, 
pharmaceuticals and dermatology and safety 
products. As the firm grew over time, it expanded 
into three locations. To consolidate operations, 
it developed a 60,000-square-foot headquarters 
in Lakewood Ranch, Florida, bringing corporate 
operations, warehousing and distribution all under 
one roof. 

Designed by Flad Architects and built by Halfacre 
Construction Company, the metal building has a 
tilt-wall facade and incorporates an industrial vibe, 
with exposed walls, steel and mechanical systems. 
The two-story structure includes a mezzanine with 
executive office space, an air-conditioned warehouse 
and complete distribution facility. The single-sloping 
structure also has a standing seam metal roof.



LOCK TITE STORAGE
Flat Rock, Michigan

Flat Rock, Michigan, population 9,878, proves that 
you don’t need to be a big city to need plenty of self 
storage. The local Lock Tite Storage metal building 
system, designed and built by Vanston/O’Brien, Inc., 
provides insulated metal walls and roof. With storage 
spaces ranging in size from a 5-foot by 5-foot-square 
to 12-foot by 25-foot units, the building is partitioned 
for flexibility and expandability.

S T O R A G E  C A S E  S T U D I E S

SAFE STORAGE
Sanford, Maine

PATCO Construction Inc. served as a design-build partner on the Safe Storage facility in Sanford, Maine. 
PATCO promotes its construction services firm on its ability to be creative with design elements and products 
in order to produce steel buildings that are beautiful as well as highly functional. That goal is not lost on the 
atypical look of the Safe Storage entry. The 60-foot by 20-foot attached office features metal canopies and 
awnings. One 60-foot by 130-foot metal storage building, with false doors facing the road, is insulated and 
climate controlled. A 30-foot by 144-foot metal building was designed with a 12-foot height to accommodate 
large items. Rolling stepped eaves on four of the buildings add visual appeal.

Storage Facilities: Efficient & Consistent, 
Yet Versatile in Colors & Concepts



PODS
Appleton, Wisconsin

When PODS Enterprises, LLC developed its unusual portable stowage system in 1998, it introduced a new 
way to move and store belongings. Today, PODS boasts residential and commercial services in 43 U.S. states, 
Canada, Australia and the United Kingdom.

In Appleton, Wisconsin, the local franchise owner, Packerland Portable Storage Inc., recently developed a 
40,000-square-foot storage center to accommodate a growing need within the local market. Bayland Buildings, 
Inc. of Green Bay, Wisconsin, was chosen as the general contractor. The metal building system, branded in the 
familiar PODS red and white color scheme, includes multiple loading docks and overhead doors.

VERONA STORAGE
Verona, Wisconsin

Verona Storage is independently owned and its proprietors 
are determined to meet the local demand through careful 
facility planning. Offering 32,350 square feet, the spaces 
are broken into a range of sizes: from 10-foot squares to 
10-foot by 40-foot units. Catering to a clientele of both 
home and business owners, the layout provides extra-
wide aisles between buildings to accommodate vehicles 
of all sizes. Built by 1848 Construction, Inc., the complex 
of conventional metal buildings provides secure, utilitarian 
designs that assure efficiency while reducing cost.
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